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Across a variety of brain areas, physiological characteri-
zations of neurons have revealed that neurons of the
same subtype often display different biophysical proper-
ties from one another. Here we propose that when con-
sidering a population of neurons these inter-neuronal
differences can be utilized by the population to enhance
encoding of a stimulus. Specifically, we demonstrate that
a population of neurons with heterogeneous feature
selectivity across the population can represent more
about a stimulus than a population of neurons with
identical feature selectivity.
Using a paradigm of an identical frozen noise current
injection stimulus delivered to a population of neurons,
we simulated the responses of populations of neurons
with differing degrees of heterogeneity in their feature
selectivity. We simulated neurons using the Linear-Non-
linear-Poisson (LNP) neuron model and constructed
neurons selective to different features of the stimulus by
varying the stimulus filter of each LNP neuron.
To calculate the information encoded in the spike
responses of different populations of neurons, we used
information theoretic measures as well as optimal Baye-
sian stimulus reconstruction methods. Stimulus recon-
struction methods are particularly useful in this context
because they allow us to visualize which particular sti-
mulus features are able to be encoded by different popu-
lations. We found that stimulus reconstructions
computed from responses of heterogeneous neurons
were more accurate than responses from homogenous
neurons.
Finally, we recorded spike responses in vitro from a
number of mitral cells from the mouse olfactory bulb
while stimulating each cell with an identical current
injection stimulus. Based on the similarity of each
neuron’s spike triggered average, an indication of the
neuron’s feature selectivity, we grouped neurons into
virtual homogenous and heterogeneous populations. As
above we found that populations composed of hetero-
geneous neurons encoded more information about the
stimulus input than homogenous populations.
Though inter-neuronal diversity is often thought of as
a negative consequence of the inability of biology to
make identical copies of the same neuron, our results
indicate that neuronal diversity may in fact be utilized
positively by the brain.
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